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Current Event/Extra Credit Rubric
Persuasive Constructed Response Rubric (Paragraphs & Essays) - LRUHS – Ms. Suarez 


1 = 64 points  GA
2 = 76 points GA
3 = 90 points GA
4 = 100 points General Assignment Score
Purpose
(focus, topic, hypothesis, thesis, main idea… ties to a conclusion)
No Focus evident.
Focus is implied but not clearly articulated or maintained.
Focus is articulated and maintained throughout writing.
Sophisticated Focus that is clearly articulated and maintained throughout writing.
Details
(supporting information, evidence)
Cited in 
MLA Format*
Little or no cited, supporting evidence or evidence does not adequately defend Focus.
Fewer than 3 cited details (*per paragraph) effectively support of defend focus
At least 3 cited pieces of adequate evidence  (*per paragraph) support and defend focus
Sufficiently detailed & cited, evidence that clearly defends the Focus; effectively elaborated
Organization
Paragraph structure is lacking.
Attempts paragraph structure with some disorganization/lack of coherence
Effective sentence and paragraph structure adequately responds to prompt (i.e. Focus, details, conclusion).
Sophisticated sentence and paragraph structure includes transitions and is exceptionally articulated.
Voice and Tone
Student fails to consider audience, writing format, or vocabulary; voice and tone are not appropriate for the assigned task
Student presents a generic response with some consideration of audience, writing format, and vocabulary.
Student considers writing format, audience, and vocabulary that are appropriate for the assigned writing task and grade level.
Student creatively chooses and effectively presents audience, writing format, and vocabulary for an assigned writing task and grade level.
Genre: Persuasive
No position taken or Unconvincing or irrelevant arguments
Some relevant and convincing arguments
Sufficiently relevant and convincing arguments
Compelling argument
Conventions 
Poor control of conventions
Limited control of conventions
Appropriate grade-level control of conventions
Excellent control of conventions and typed
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*Extra credit will not be earned if MLA citations & Works Cited are not included.
** Extra credit may not be earned if student owes work.
***Weight of extra credit is to be determined by Ms. Suarez


